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ABSTRACT: A concern about a more extensive use of the Value Added Tax (VAT) in national tax systems
often arises both from its impact on aggregate consumption and its alleged regressivity over income. Yet, the
empirical evidence on this latter issue is still narrow mainly due to the lack of joint data on income and expen-
ditures with enough detail to account for commodity-specific tax rates. After discussing relevant problems in
the measurement of VAT incidence over current income - which are likely to cause severe upward bias in the
estimated regressivity - the paper aims at analysing the distributional implications of different VAT structures.
In a framework of marginal tax reforms, relying on the concept of Gini elasticity (Yitzhaki, 1983), a general
methodology is proposed to analyse and improve the distributional profile of VAT over income. Using a static
microsimulationmodel (EGaLiTe), themethodology is applied on a comprehensive dataset of expenditures and
incomes obtained by a statistical matching of two different sources representative of the Italian population. It
is shown that an alternative allocation of goods among existing rates could mitigate the regressive profile of the
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tax over income, and that a properly designed two-rate setting could even improve the distributional outcome
compared with the current setting. Finally, behavioural responses to tax-driven price changes are also simulated
in order to assess the potential impact of the proposed reforms on aggregate expenditures.

KEYWORDS: VAT, REDISTRIBUTION, TAX INCIDENCE, GINI ELASTICITY, MICROSIMULA-
TION
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1 INTRODUCTION

All EuropeanUnion (EU) countries rely on the Value AddedTax (VAT) as one of themain sources of total gov-
ernment revenue. According to Eurostat data for the EU-28 in 2014, the average VAT toGDP ratio is about 7%,
providing, on average 17.5% of the total tax revenue. The distribution of these figures across countries is however
rather heterogeneous: as a percentage of total tax revenue, among the largest countries, values range from 13.7%
of Italy to 19.9% of UK, with Germany and France being in the middle (17.6% and 14.5%, respectively).

This differentiationmay be due to a number of factors. First, countries choose the composition of tax revenues,
with the result that those relying less on VAT usually make a more extensive use of income taxes. Second, and
most important for the present study, those differences partly stem from a significant heterogeneity of VAT rate
structures. Since the use of a uniform rate coupled with a declining expenditure-to-income ratio gives rise to
a regressive impact of consumption taxes with respect to income, multiple VAT rates are often used with the
explicit aim of making this tax less regressive1. Both the rate levels and the commodities subject to the reduced
rates may differ across countries depending on their general attitude to equity and on how the consumption of
necessities is distributed across households along the income scale.

What one can observe is that the bulk of the EU countries apply three tax rates (and, among them, the standard
rate varies from 18% of Malta to the 27% of Hungary); eight countries, instead, apply two VAT rates; three
countries apply four tax rates; and onlyDenmark applies a uniform rate of 25%. Interestingly, in response to the
recent great crisis, twenty countries have increased the standard rate, while fourteen have increased their reduced
tax rate.

Due to thewide scope of such rate differentiation across countries, it is therefore of some interest to set a general
methodology to analyse the distributional profile of alternative VAT structures. Since the use of multiple tax
rates per se does not ensure that they are properly targeted for distributional purposes, and given that the EU
still gives some discretionary power to set reduced rates, it is worth developing a method to draw conclusions
about the ability of the actual setting to satisfactorily achieve distributional aims.

The paper addresses a number of issues. First, it discusses the relevant caveats in the measurement of VAT
incidence on income based on cross-sectional data. Second, using the concept of Gini elasticity (GE), developed
byYitzhaki (1983), Lerman&Yitzhaki (1985), and applied toVATdecompositionbyYitzhaki (1994a), it provides
a generalmicrosimulation frameworkboth to investigatewhether the allocationof commodities among tax rates
is suitably targeted for distributional aims and to suggest distributionally-improving VAT reformswith revenue
neutrality.

This methodology is applied to Italy, by relying on a microsimulation model (EGaLiTe) and a novel dataset of
Italian households’ income and expenditures developed by Pisano & Tedeschi (2014). The dataset, obtained
by a statistical matching of the Survey on Household Income and Wealth (SHIW) by the Bank of Italy and
the Household Budget Survey (HBS) by the Italian National Statistical Institute (Istat), preserves as much as
possible the joint distribution of the two variables while simultaneously accounting for a high degree of detail
on consumption bundles required to assess distributional issues.

Finally, a robustness analysis including behavioural responses to tax-driven price changes is provided, by intro-
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ducing both own and cross-price elasticities of demand for broad expenditure categories obtained from external
sources. In a context where the distributional analyses on VAT are not widespread (Keen & Lockwood, 2010),
this represents a valuable attempt to checkwhether the first-order approximation - underpinningmarginal anal-
ysis - can be considered sufficiently reliable or if simulated variations in tax rates might produce significant im-
pacts on aggregate consumption.

The paper is organized as follows. After a description of the dataset used for the simulation and a brief sketch
of the microsimulation model (section 2), a methodological discussion on the measurement of VAT incidence
on income is provided, followed by a sensitivity analysis on Italian data (section 3). Next, the conceptual frame-
work of Gini elasticity and the main assumptions of the approach are outlined (section 4). Section 5 applies
the proposed method and simulate reform scenarios on the Italian dataset. Section 6 provides an assessment of
demand responses to price changes related to the policy options proposed in section 5. Final remarks in section
7 conclude.

2 DATA AND MICROSIMULATION MODEL

The empirical applications and the simulations presented in this paper are based on an integrated dataset devel-
oped by (Pisano&Tedeschi, 2014), where household consumption bundles from theHBS (donor) are imputed
to the SHIW households (recipient) using a data fusion technique.

Both surveys include information on expenditure but with a different level of details. On the one hand, HBS
is specifically focused on consumption, providing data on single expenditure items and services bought or self-
produced by households, while SHIW includes household consumption aggregates (food, durables, etc.) only.
On the other hand, only SHIW contains incomes, together with several other information on wealth, in addi-
tion to detailed socio-demographic characteristics.

In order to achieve the matching, the two datasets are linked by a set of common characteristics surveyed both
in SHIW and HBS. More specifically, in addition to the usual controls2, the vector of common variables in-
cludes expenditures aggregates (e.g., food, other non-durables non-food, transport, other durables) available in
both surveys. Given the high predicting power of these latter variables both on consumption bundles to be
imputed and on income, this feature makes the conditional independence assumption (CIA) less implausible
to be fulfilled3.

At a first stage, the recipient (SHIW) and the donor (HBS) units have beenmerged so as to impute disaggregated
expenditure items to SHIW. Providing a thinner classification of consumption aggregates, we consider HBS to
deliver a more accurate representation of the true distribution of some consumption aggregates. However, a
thorough comparison of the original distributions of the two surveys suggests that the HBS is a convenient
donor for the imputation of non-durables commodities only. Consumption aggregates closer to the concept
of wealth (such as durables and the non-recurrent expenditures for dwelling maintenance) or savings (such as
mortgages and private pensions) are better assessed by the longer recall period of the SHIW. Thus, a dataset
which borrows the best information from the two files has been created by discarding some of the imputed
items and retaining the original SHIW ones.
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As a matching algorithm it has been alternatively used the nearest neighbour within caliper and the propensity
score coupled with a Mahalanobis metric. As the aim is to assign a vector of consumption components to each
SHIW household despite the significant difference in sample size (NHBS = 22, 246 andNSHIW = 7, 951),
a one-to-one matching cannot be performed, which implies that HBS households are assigned to more than
one SHIW record. Therefore, some “less similar” HBS units have been discarded by the matching procedure.
This forces the algorithm to match all the recipient sample, even replicating donor units. Moreover, in order to
control for systematic differences between the two samples and obtain a more accurate matching, the datasets
have been divided into 50 up to 100 strata obtained by the combination of deciles of a homogeneous aggregate
of household total consumption and 10 household typologies. Then the matching among units is allowed,
conditional on being included in the same stratum only.

Finally, we adopt the synthetic dataset obtained by the Mahalanobis metrics, rather than that obtained by the
nearest neighbour method, because of a better performance in terms of both conditional variability of target
variables and the joint distributions.

It has to be remarked that such an imputation technique differs from those used in the previous empirical mi-
crosimulation literature on indirect taxes (Decoster et al., 1997; Decoster & Camp, 2001)) and the information
enrichment turns out to be crucial for a proper assessment of the distributional impact of indirect taxes in the
presence of multiple VAT rates and consumption bundle heterogeneity. This allows to better assess the inci-
dence of VAT on both expenditures and income, an outcome that would not be feasible by separately using the
available sample surveys.

Relying on such dataset, the study employs a static microsimulation taxmodel, EGaLiTe4, which, starting from
net self-reported figures, iterates on the detailed tax structure, until the simulated values converge to the self-
reported starting values. Themodel includesmodules on direct taxes - i.e. personal income tax (IRPEF - Imposta
sul Reddito delle Persone Fisiche) - property taxes (Imposta municipale sugli immobili) and, to a lesser extent,
taxation of financial income (withholding taxes). It also includes a module on indirect taxes (excluding excise
duties). The VAT module contains 276 goods from the HBS and the corresponding statutory tax rates. This
latter part is also enriched with a behavioral extension which will be specifically dealt with in section 6.

3 ASSESSING THE DISTRIBUTIONAL PROFILE(S) OF THE VAT

3.1 Measurement of VAT incidence over income: some caveats

Before moving to the analysis of VAT reforms, it is worth assessing how the current VAT burden is distributed
across households at different income levels. The measurement of the distributional impact of this tax is a slip-
pery issue from an empirical standpoint, as it requires to make some choices on the most appropriate indicator
for households’ ranking and tax incidence (Musgrave & Thin, 1948; Lambert, 1993; Creedy, 1998; Crossley et
al., 2009; Adam et al., 2011). It is thought for example that the assessment of consumption taxes should take
into account lifetime resources, rather than cross-sectional measures, as only lifetime indicators could properly
measure households’ living standards. However, mainly because lifetime data are hardly available, in empirical
applications, alternative static indicators are often used to give complementary insights to the measurement of
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the tax incidence. Among them, current consumption is preferred on the presumption that - being less volatile
- it could better approximate a life-cycle perspective (Poterba et al., 1991; Metcalf, 1993) and remedy the insuffi-
ciency of annual income when measuring households’ well-being.5

On the other hand, because of the existence of liquidity constraints, income has its own relevance. Indeed, re-
gressivity over income has often justified the claim that a heavy reliance on indirect taxes would be inappropriate
for their adverse distributional impacts.

Since real VAT configurations are usually based onmultiple tax rates with reduced rates on necessities, the most
common consequence is that the use of cross-sectional indicators often leads to progressivitywhen the incidence
of consumption taxes is calculated on total spending, regardless of whether one ranks households by income or
expenditures. However, the same VAT structure often results in regressivity when their incidence is measured
on current (disposable or gross) income and households are ranked by the same variable. This finding is con-
firmed by the various patterns of tax incidence that past research has found when using an income-based or an
expenditure-based approach (O’Donoghue et al., 2004; Ruiz &Trannoy, 2008; Crossley et al., 2009; Carrera et
al., 2010; Decoster et al., 2010; Adam et al., 2011).

Such reversal of the incidence profile from consumption to income is explained by a marginal propensity to
consume (MPC) that is decreasing in income. However, when data are observed at a particular point in time,
agents with a low current income and a higher level of expendituresmay indeed be individuals with volatile pro-
ceeds in a bad year, or those young at the beginning of a high-income career, or those that are retired (Caspersen
&Metcalf, 1993; Arsić & Altiparmakov, 2013). On the other hand, observed high current incomes may also de-
rive from irregular patterns over time. Indeed, at a given point in time, households may to some extent smooth
consumption in the face of income shocks.6. The immediate consequence is that current income may swing
both above and below current consumption (Yit > Cit or Yit < Cit).

In principle, the effect of income fluctuations should be adjusted in both cases. However, these adjustments
are not straightforward since, while the case where Yit < Cit can be easily observed in the data, the case where
income fluctuations are relevant but Yit is still greater thanCit cannot be easily worked out.

The question then arises of how temporary misalignments between consumption and income are expected to
bias the measurement of VATmarginal incidence over income.

To this purpose, suppose that household current income Yit follows a lognormal distribution and depends
on an individual (time-invariant) component7 Ȳi ∼ exp[N(µy, σ

2
y)] multiplied by an idiosyncratic shock

εit ∼ exp[N(0, σ2ε)] so that Yit = Ȳiεit. Two (extreme) cases have to be distinguished.

If consumers did not smooth idiosyncratic shocks at all, than consumption would depend on current income:

Cit = C(Yit) (1)

Otherwise, if they were consumption smoothers, consumption would depend on the permanent component
only, while it would be independent of the idiosyncratic disturbance, i.e.

Cit = C(Ȳi) (2)
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The incidence of a single-rate VAT on current income, for each household, can be calculated as V ATitYit
= tCit

Yit
;

the derivative over the domain of the same variable will be ∂
∂Yit

( tCit
Yit

). A null derivative implies proportionality
while a negative (positive) derivative implies regressivity (progressivity).

For the sake of simplicity, let assume that consumption is linear in income (such asCit = cYit orCit = cȲi)).
If consumption follows 1, then it is expected that

∂

∂Yit

( tCit
Yit

)
=

t

Yit

[
C ′(Yit)−

C(Yit)

Yit

]
= 0 (3)

because C ′(Yit) = C(Yit)
Yit

= c. Thus, a single-rate VAT coupled with a constant marginal propensity to
consume would be proportional both with respect to consumption and with respect to income. If the true
model of consumption is 2, one should calculate

∂

∂Ȳi

[ tCit(Ȳi)
Ȳi

]
(4)

which is again null under the above restrictions. However, what we are normally evaluating in a cross-sectional
empirical analysis is

∂

∂Yit

[ tCit(Ȳi)
Yit

]
=

t

Yit

[∂C(Ȳi)

∂Yit
− C(Ȳi)

Yit

]
(5)

Therefore, the bias when estimating 5 is given by the difference between 5 and 4. Since in the special case above
4=3=0, the difference is equal to 5, which amounts to− tc

Ȳi
[ 1
ε2it
] 8.

Indeed, in this case, despite the flat rate and the assumption of constant propensity to consume which would
imply a proportional VAT, 5 is always negative resulting in a VAT which appears regressive in terms of current
income.

In sum, if some households are consumption smoothers, the bias will be negative9 for finite values of the error
term, so it is its expected value, implying an upward bias in the measured regressivity.

Expressions 4 and 5 can accommodate different (more realistic) assumptions such as the non-linearity of the
consumption function. If a concave function of form Cit = Y γ

it ; 0 < γ < 1 is assumed, it is possible to
show that with plausible levels of γ, the expectation for the regressive bias is still negative, though smaller10. It
is therefore clear that the presence of consumption smoothers in the sample gives rise to a misrepresentation of
a possible true structural regressive pattern of the tax related to a decreasing marginal propensity to consume.

In particular, coeteris paribus, potential distortions in the measurement of VAT on cross-sectional data are
greater the greater the adverse transitory shocks to income, with the bias showing an hyperbolic shape tend-
ing to infinite11. More specifically, the negative log-income shocks can bring the consumption propensity out
of current income far above unity; this in turn means that the cases whereCit > Yit are far more distortionary
than the cases where the income shocks still imply Cit ≤ Yit, regardless of the fact that they concern rich or
poor households in terms of permanent income.
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3.2 A graphical assessment of VAT incidence in Italy

The Italian case addressed in this paper is not an exception to the fluctuations of income which, in a static
perspective, may potentially undermine the economic meaning of the VAT incidence.

To this purpose, Figure A1 first reports the average incidence of the VAT burden on current disposable income,
with households ranked by deciles of the same variable 12. Looking at the upper dashed curve, a steep regressive
incidenceprofile appears, especiallywhenmoving fromthe first to the seconddecile. It is evident thatmost of the
regressivity depends on the incidence in the first and in the last deciles, while a milder decline is recorded within
the 2nd and the 9th. A necessary warning about these estimates is that they can be affected by under-reporting
of incomes which could be positively related to income itself also in relative terms.13 However, as discussed
above, this occurrence determines a lower (downward) distortion in themeasured regressivity compared to that
(upward) introduced by expenditures temporarily higher than income. Inspecting rough data actually reveals
there are households whose values of expenditures (17% of the population) or even amounts of VAT (0.14%)
are greater than current income, and some other cases where the reported income is zero (0.1%). In particular,
such cases are more frequent in the bottom deciles of the income distribution. In a static perspective, these
cases can either derive from genuine economic factors such as risk sharing mechanisms that allow consumption
smoothing or be an indicator ofmeasurement errors affectingmore seriously incomes compared to expenditure
variables (see, for example, Decoster et al. 2010 and Arsić & Altiparmakov 2013). Whatever the reason, this
occurrence leads to implausible values of VAT-to-income ratios that, as shown in section 3.1, determine a severe
upward bias in the measured regressivity. Thus such evidence cannot be assumed as a policy guide for reforms.
Indeed, excesses of expenditures over income coupled with a low current income should not be interpreted as a
genuine high propensity to consume of poorer households14 giving rise to marked VAT regressivity.

Since this work focuses on the marginal incidence of the tax rather than on its average burden, with the only
aim of emphasizing the sensitivity of results to changes in the measured excess of consumption, Figure A1 also
displays the incidence ofVATon current disposable income imposing different adjustments to those caseswhere
expenditures are greater than income. In particular, define first the difference between consumption C and
income Y as θ = C − Y |(C>Y ), and the amount of the corresponding adjustment as g = zθ, where z is the
fraction of the gap that is filled. For example, z = 0 would leave the difference completely unadjusted, which
amounts to use rough data to calculate the incidence of VAT on current incomes. On the other hand, with
z = 1 the adjustment would be complete, which implies that when incomes are lower than expenditures the
former level is set equal to the latter. In this case, the measured regressivity would be much smaller, with a VAT
incidence in the first decile just above 7%. Intermediate values of z would fill only a fraction of the gap between
expenditures and income, giving rise to different patterns of regressivity15.

The evidence that the anomaly is concentrated in the bottom tail of the ranking is confirmed by the fact that
these adjustments only marginally change the slope of the tax incidence between the 2nd and the 9th decile.
Thus, with more realistic values of the expenditure-to-income ratios, a milder regressivity would appear than
when using rough data, an outcome that is also consistent with what reported in Adam et al. (2011).

This anomaly suggests that, with cross-sectional data, some adjustments to income are required. To this pur-
pose, an arbitrary value of z = 1/2 has been assumed. This still admits that part of the excess of expenditures
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is meaningful in terms of incidence analysis and, though certainly arbitrary - given the potential distortion in-
troduced by the presence of observations with expenditure-to-income ratio (much) greater than unity - it only
aims at limiting the bias to prevent a meaningless starting distribution for the simulation of VAT reforms16.

The impact of this adjustment is reported in Table A1, where the original and the adjusted income distributions
are compared. As expected, the strongest correction occurs in the first percentile of the adjusted income dis-
tribution, where the cut-point is 6,137 euros against the 3,700 euros of the non-adjusted income distribution
and, when moving along the income distribution, the difference between the cut points becomes smaller. This
distribution will be taken as a base for the simulation of the impact of income-based VAT reforms.

4 A MARGINAL ANALYSIS OF VAT REFORMS: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

One of the main argument against the use of VAT for pursuing distributional aims is that it is regressive despite
the differentiation of tax rates. This conclusion potentially reduces the appeal of any revision of the multiple
tax rate structure, leading to a more radical claim for a uniform VAT rate, and supporting the idea that distri-
butional concerns can be better dealt with elsewhere, such as by personal income taxes or social expenditures.
Furthermore, since it is thought that VAT is not associated with the individual ability to pay, its effectiveness on
the distributional ground has often been challenged with the argument that it is an indirect device of redistri-
bution (Boeters et al., 2010), a position also held by international institutions like the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the European Commission (EC). On the other hand, other studies have shown that multi-
ple tax rates may significantly mitigate the regressivity implicit in a uniform VAT rate, and that less regressive
VAT structures compared to the existing ones can be achieved without recurring to a greater tax rates differ-
entiation (Gastaldi & Liberati, 1998; Liberati, 2001; Decoster & Camp, 2001; Kaplanoglou & Newbery, 2004;
Copenaghen-Economics, 2007; Boeters et al., 2010).

Since the differentiation of tax rates per se does not ensure that they are properly targeted for distributional
purposes, a general framework to assess and measure the distributional power of VAT is required. A simple
way is to make recourse to a marginal approach (M. Feldstein, 1976), which is based on the concept of the
distributional characteristic (M. S. Feldstein, 1972) and the Gini income elasticity developed by (Yitzhaki, 1983;
Stark et al., 1986; Garner, 1993; Yao, 1999; Wodon & Yitzhaki, 2002; Lerman & Yitzhaki, 1985; Yitzhaki, 1994b),
and recently applied to Spain by Oliva (2013).

The marginal approach well adapts to circumstances where directions of reforms, rather than their size, is the
question to answer, with the advantage of being far less demanding in terms of theoretical restrictions (Ray,
1999). In what follows, the marginal approach is applied with a twofold aim. The first is to verify whether the
existing tax structure - for the same level of revenue - achieve the best distributional outcome among possible
configurations having the same number of tax rates or if a better setting in terms of distribution exists. The
second is to verify whether an improved distributional outcome can be achieved by reducing the number of tax
rates.

To this purpose, the marginal approach relies on the concept of GE. In this context, the GE provides the key
parameter to identify directions of reforms.
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Following Yitzhaki & Schechtman (2012), one can define GE, for each good j, as follows:

GEj = sj(Kj − 1), (6)

where sj =
µj
µy

is the ratio between the average expenditure on good j (µj) and the mean of the reference

variable y (µy) (e.g. expenditure or income). Of particular interest is the termKj =
Cov[xj ,F (y)]
Cov[y,F (y)]

µj
µy

where xj
is consumption of good j and F (y) is the cumulative distribution function of the reference variable y.

This term determines the sign of equation 6 and its interpretation is easier when expressed as the ratio between
the concentration coefficient of commodity j and the Gini index of the ordering variable y:

Kj =
Cyj
Gy

, (7)

Equation 7 proves useful to get information on how to reassign commodities among tax rates. Indeed,Kj > 1

implies that the concentration coefficient of expenditures on commodity j is greater than the Gini index of the
ordering variable y. Thus, an increase of the tax rate on j will have a progressive impact, while a reduction of
the same tax rate would be regressive. The opposite holds true whenKj < 1; in this case, an increase of the tax
rate on j will be regressive, while a reduction of the same tax rate will have a progressive impact. In the special
case whereKj = 1, the tax change will be neutral from a distributional perspective. Finally,Kj < 0 identifies
an inferior good, leading the concentration curve to lie above the equidistribution line. 17

Obviously, the validity of a marginal analysis mostly depends on the nature of the reform. In particular, this
approach can be safely adopted when the first-order approximation (that in this context mainly refers to con-
sumer responses to tax-induced price changes) does not lead to large errors. This issue will be tackled in section
6.

5 APPLICATION TO THE ITALIAN SYSTEM

5.1 The distributional profile of the existing three-rate structure

As illustrated in Figure A1, and notwithstanding the use of multiple tax rates, the impact of VAT on income in
Italy appears to be regressive. The first aim of the analysis approach is then to verify with a marginal analysis
whether this differentiation achieves the best distributional outcome or whether some improvement can be
obtained by reallocating commodities among the existing three tax rates, holding revenue neutrality.

Before moving to the analysis of the reforms, it is however worth noting some characteristics of the Italian VAT
system and how they have been translated into the dataset. In particular, Table A2 shows how the commodities
included in the dataset are allocated among the tax rates of 2010, which is the reference year of the analysis. The
dataset includes 276 goods, of which 35 are exempted from the application of VAT.18 Among the goods and
services that are instead taxed, 37 fall under the 4% (a super-reduced rate); 74 goods are attached the 10% or
some weighted average tax rate19; 130 goods are finally applied the standard rate of 21%.20

In order to exploit the power of the integrated dataset, one needs first to calculate K in equation 7. The ar-
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gument is that were the existing three tax rates set to achieve the best distributional outcome, the goods with a
higherK should also have a higher tax rate. Furthermore, if the targeting were correct, there would be no pos-
sibility to reallocate the goods among the three tax rates to obtain a better distributional outcome. Figure A2
shows the scattered points of the values ofK for the 276 commodities against the VAT rates (including exempt
goods that are reported as if they were taxed at zero rate and goods with weighted average tax rates). As it can be
noticed, there are goods with lowK and high tax rate and viceversa. This occurs both with equivalent expen-
ditures (panel A) and equivalent disposable income (panel B) used as the ordering variable in the calculation of
K in equation 7. A way to visually inspect the goodness of targeting of tax rates is to include a kernel interpo-
lation. In the case of correct targeting, this interpolation should have a monotonic non-decreasing path (higher
tax rates associated to higher values ofK). As can be seen, instead, the kernel fit - while slightly increasing when
moving to higher tax rates - is not monotonic, which means that some goods could be potentially reallocated
across the three tax rates improving the distributional outcome. This implies that some room is left, in Italy, to
reform the structure of VAT, and the following analysis will be focused on this issue. To this regard, it is worth
noting that some exempt goods could be taxedwithout adverse distributional impacts. However, the choice has
been to delimit the analysis to the already taxed commodities, for themain reason that exempt goods are subject
to specific European regulation that - among other things - also involves the logic of merit goods.21

5.2 Distributional outcomes of two-rate VAT

The main message of the previous section is that the existing three-rate VAT is not set to achieve the best distri-
butional outcome.

Thus, the marginal approach is here used for the second aim of the analysis, that of searching for a distribu-
tionally improving VAT reform. In particular, the focus will be on finding a revenue-neutral two-rate structure
that improves the current distributional profile. To this purpose, information on how to reassign goods and
services among a reduced and a standard tax rate is required. Again, to exploit the information provided by the
integrated dataset, these reforms will be assessed using both expenditures and income as a basis to calculate GE
in equation 6 andK in equation 7.

To implement the reforms, a three-stage procedure is followed. Figure A3 depicts the main steps involved. The
starting point is that the existing three-rate VAT does not give the best distributional outcome. This means
that a simple process reallocating goods withKj < 1 to a lower tax rate and goods withKj > 1 to a higher
tax rate could achieve a better distributional outcome within the current VAT structure. However, to preserve
the logic of the marginal analysis, the constraint is applied that the change of tax rates is limited to the tax rate
immediately above or below the initial one (i.e., goods are not moved from 4% to 21% or viceversa).

However, since this method cannot ensure revenue neutrality, a second stage is required to restore it by increas-
ing the tax rates on some goods. Through an iterative process, this stage involves restoring the original tax rate
to those goods whose tax rate was reduced (i.e. goods withKj < 1 or a negative GE), starting from the goods
with the lowest distributional impact - which is both due to their distributional characteristic and the budget
share - (i.e. the lowest absolute value of GE among the negative ones). The goods with Kj > 1, i.e. those
goods whose tax rate has already been increased, will instead be left at the tax rate assigned in the first stage. In
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what follows, the combination of these two steps will be referred to as the “intermediate step” of the analysis.
This stage gives rise to a new three-rate VAT with a different distributional outcome and the same revenue as
the current VAT.

This intermediate step represents the starting point of the third (and last) stage of the process where, moving
from the new three-rate VAT, goods are reallocated among two tax rates. In this exercise, consistently with the
EU constraints, all goods allocated to 4% and 10% in the intermediate step are arbitrarily assigned a 7% reduced
rate. However, as it will be discussed in section 5.3 a range of possible values for the reduced rate exists that is
compatible with an improvement of the distributional outcome.

The logic of this procedure is that the goods identified in the intermediate step as the most distributionally sen-
sitive are assigned the reduced tax rate to preserve their distributional power in the new two-rate VAT structure.
The standard rate is instead endogenously calculated to preserve revenue neutrality under a first-order approx-
imation (i.e. no behavioural responses). The outcome of this reform is tested against both expenditures and
income, that are used as the ordering variable for the concentration coefficient and the reference variable of the
Gini index in the calculation ofK in equation 7. In what follows R1 will denote the outcome of the reform
when using equivalent expenditures, while R2 will denote the same outcome when equivalent disposable in-
come is used. In this second case, Kj is given the meaning of the contribution of the jth commodity to the
overall income inequality.

The results are shown in Figure A4. Consider first panel a), with equivalent expenditures. The graph on the left
reports the distribution of goods among the two tax rates (the scattered points) and the original kernel fit of the
status quo (the existing three-rate VAT, as illustrated in Figure A2). It is worth recalling that a non-monotonic
path of the kernel is a signal of an imperfect targeting. Thus, what is expected is that both the intermediate
step and the final two-rate VAT could generate a kernel that is monotonically non-decreasing. Figure A4 indeed
shows that this is the case for both steps, when moving from (a) - the status quo - to (b) - the intermediate step -
to (c) - the final two-rate configuration. Indeed, on average, a non-decreasing relationship amongVAT rates and
K emerges, which implies that the targeting of tax rates has in both cases a distributional content that is better
than the original configuration.

This information can be qualified forcing a linear interpolation between K and the tax rates reported in the
right graph of panel a). Moving from (a) to (b), the line becomes steeper, suggesting that a distributional im-
provement is possible within the three-rate VAT structure by reallocating goods among the existing rates. At
the same time, the shift from (b) to (c) preserves the slope while reducing the number of VAT rates, revealing
that almost the same distributional targeting can be achieved with two rates only. This last result is particularly
important, as it suggests not only that the existing three-rate VATdoes not fully exploit its distributional power,
but also that a simpler two-rate VAT can achieve a better distributional profile. Panel b) of Figure A4 reporting
the outcome when the disposable income is used, tells a similar story. It is worth remarking that the interme-
diate step plays a fundamental role in shaping this outcome. Indeed, a simulation of a two-rate VAT moving
directly from the existing three-rate VAT - i.e. justmoving all goods currently taxed at 4% and 10% to 7% -would
generate a less satisfactory relationship betweenK and tax rates and a significantly higher standard tax rate to
guarantee revenue neutrality.22

The role of the intermediate step will be further discussed in section 5.4.
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5.3 Comparing R1 and R2

A comparison of the differences between these two reforms (R1 and R2) may help capture the implications of
the results. Some aggregate figures are reported in Table A3, which shows that the final number of commodities
assigned to each tax rate is very similar between the two reforms, even though commodities are differently allo-
cated across tax rates in the two scenarios. This leads to 175 billion of tax base subject to the reduced tax rate in
R1 and about 190 billion in R2. It follows that the standard tax rate providing revenue neutrality, compared to
the status quo, is almost unchanged in R1 (21.18%), while it is 1.5 percentage points higher (22.48%) in R2. This
is due to the fact that, in R2, some commodities with higher budget shares are assigned to the reduced tax rate,
which implies that the consequent loss of tax revenue must be compensated by a higher standard tax rate to
preserve revenue neutrality. Furthermore R1 reduces the average of household-specific VAT payments by 2.9%,
against the 2.7% imputable to R2.

Focusing on the redistributive effects, R1, as expected, shows a stronger impact, with a reduction in the Gini
index of equivalent consumption in real terms of about 1.8 points23 compared to 1.6 under R2. With regard to
disposable income, the reduction amounts to 0.9 points under R1 and 0.8 points under R2.24

More interesting is the distributive profiles of R1 and R2, where the outcome of the two reforms can be ob-
served in terms of winners and losers. To this purpose, Figure A5 depicts the profile of percentage changes of
VAT along a ranking of households by equivalent consumption. Below 17,500 euros both R1 and R2 generate a
gain (negativeVATpayment), though the former gains are greater than the latter. At the same time, both scenar-
ios imply losses above this threshold but R2 achieve its distributional effect by generating a greater percentage
change of VAT in the upper part of the distribution.25 In terms of VAT incidence, Figure A6 shows that, with
the exception of the extreme deciles, both reforms show a less regressive pattern. The main result is that both
two-rate VAT reforms generate a better distributional profile compared with the status quo, which again makes
evident that the current three tax rates are not the best setting for distributional purposes.

In conclusion, the possible argument that a reduction of the number of VAT rates would compromise distri-
butional outcomes is not well grounded in the Italian data. On the contrary, a simpler VAT structure could be
obtained providing some benefits in the lowest part of the income distribution. Further support to this conclu-
sion comes from simulating the impact of alternative two-rate VAT reformswith a smaller distance between the
reduced and the standard rate.26 Intuitively, by increasing the reduced rate, the positive distributional outcome
should decrease until a point where it is reversed. This occurs, in the simulation, with a two-rate VAT of 8.7%
and a standard rate of 19.6% in R1 and 20.6% in R2. This result implies that there is not a unique choice for the
reduced rate but that there are some degrees of freedom to adjust the VAT structure with the constraint of un
upper limit for this rate to preserve a favourable distributional outcome.

5.4 Reallocating goods across tax rates

The improved targeting of the two-rate VAT and its milder regressivity over income compared with the status
quo depend on how goods are reallocated across tax rates. Some issues are worth noting. First, taking the status
quo as a starting point, the second columnofTableA4, forR1, shows the goodswhose tax rate has changed in the
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intermediate step. Goods that are initially taxed at 4% have been either left at 4% or moved to 10% (examples
of this latter case are powdered and condensed milk, animal fats, glasses, protheses and acoustic instruments,
disabled and other health equipment, newspapers, books). Instead, goods that are initially taxed at 10% have
either moved to 4% (as for example veal and tender beef, fresh or frozen fish, energy, gas) or to 21% (energy and
gas for secondary dwellings, rail ferry and airplane tickets, plants and flowers, sport events, concerts, theater,
museums, restaurants, national full and half board and overnight stay). Finally, goods that are initially taxed
at 21% have moved to 10%, but this occurs only in one case (telephone bills and mobile phone cards). Thus, all
movements reported in the second columnprovides theVAT structure that can guarantee a better distributional
targeting leaving unchanged the number of tax rates.

Second, taking now the intermediate step as a starting point, the third column of Table A4 gives information
on how the same goods are distributed among the two tax rates. It is worth recalling that this reform is built by
grouping at 7% all goods that in the intermediate step were taxed at 4% or 10%. This implies that the redistribu-
tive impact of the two-rate VAT, in principle, might worsen because some goods that should be taxed at 4% are
taxed at 7%, but at the same time improve because some goods that should be taxed at 10% are instead taxed at
7%. The net effect is of uncertain sign, but it is possible to show that a significant contribution to the improve-
ment of the distributional outcome comes from those goods that initially taxed at 10% have moved to the new
equilibrium standard rate, as well as from the good (telephone bills) that initially taxed at 21% has moved to 7%
in the two-rate VAT. Indeed, when a two-rate VAT is designed starting from the status quo (i.e., by taxing at 7%
all goods initially taxed at the reduced rates), the distributional outcome would be similar to that of the status
quo itself and worse than that obtained with a two-rate VAT based on the intermediate step.27

Third, almost the same conclusion canbe drawnby consideringR2, as reported inTableA5. In this case, changes
in tax rates involve a limited number of goods. For example, only electricity has moved from 10% to 4% in the
intermediate step, while a certain number of commodities havemoved from 10% to 21%. However, given its high
budget share, a significant contribution to the positive distributional impact of R2 comes from the reduction
of the tax rate on fuel from 21% to 10% in the intermediate step and then to 7% in the two-rate structure. What
happens on fuel points out that the implementation of these reforms does not take into account the possible
nature of merit or demerit goods of some commodities. The assumption here is that the correct “social price”
is achieved through excise taxes, which have the aim of realigning the market price to the cost of the externality
produced (see, for example, Cnossen & Smart 2005; Decoster et al. 2010). On the opposite, VAT is a general
ad valorem tax, falling on all types of consumption. For this reason, the realignment of goods across rates does
not include any consideration of paternalistic views. Even though these latter may well be considered as an
alternative element for reforms of the indirect taxation, the appropriate tool is hardly a general ad valorem tax.

6 ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS: DEMAND RESPONSES TO PRICE CHANGES

In line with the marginal approach used in the previous analysis, results are obtained without any reference to
price elasticities, thus excluding behavioural responses of consumers to changes in prices potentially induced by
simulated tax rates variations. In order to assess whether the first-order approach is suitable for the simulated
reforms, a simple methodology is proposed to account for possible second-order effects.
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Few studies have introduced behavioural extensions into a microsimulation analysis of VAT. Among them, in
Decoster et al. (2011) behavioural responses based on income elasticities are included by recalculating budget
shareswithEngel curveswithin the indirect taxesmodule of EUROMOD.An example of behavioural responses
is provided by Siemers et al. (2014), that, using own-price elasticities of demand drawn from previous cross-
country studies, provides estimates for groups of commodity items in rich and poor countries. Janskỳ (2014)
estimates the behavioural response of consumers to price changes by applying a QUAIDS model on the basis
of the Czech Statistical Office household expenditure coupled with consumer price index for the period from
2001 to 2011. He derives estimates of own and cross-price elasticities, as well as income elasticities that are used
to simulate the impact of changes in VAT rates on households’ consumption and government revenues.

In general, the estimation of second-order price effects is extremely data demanding if the detailed structure of
VAT rates and commodities has to be preserved (see, among others, Adam et al. 2011) and prices do not present a
cross-sectional variability. Thus, themost common solution to embody behavioural responses in distributional
studies is to reduce the degree of detail of commodities by grouping commodities in broader categories and
estimate a theoretically consistent demand system. However, the price to be paid is the loss of information that
the original structure could provide.

A similar problem occurs also in our analysis, where the original disaggregation of 276 commodities cannot
be preserved. Furthermore, our integrated expenditure-income dataset provides neither spatial nor time price
variation to identify price effects. In order to overcome this lack of information and to check the reliability of
the first-order approximations, recourse is made to external information on price elasticities. In particular, use
is made of a 9x9matrix of uncompensated elasticities calculated from the estimates of Regmi& Seale (2010) for
a number of countries, including Italy, and reported in Table A628. The external estimates are country-specific
even though not specific to time, being based on time series that are older than our sample. Thus, what follows
is to be regarded as a useful robustness check of our results based on plausible parameters.

In order to exploit this external information, the structure of commodities has been grouped into nine major
COICOP groups: 1) food, beverages and tobacco; 2) clothing and footwear; 3) rent, fuel and power; 4) house,
furnishing and operations; 5) medical care; 6) education; 7) transports and communications; 8) recreation; 9)
other goods. This method allows simulating behavioural responses to price changes on the basis of a set of
equations, one for each group of goods, whose general form can be expressed as follows:

ch∗g = chg (1 +
9∑
i=1

dphgεg,j) g, j = 1, 2, ...9 (8)

where ch∗g is the new level of pre-tax consumption of household h for the aggregate g, chg is pre-tax consump-
tion at the status quo, dphg is the household-specific percentage price variation for expenditure g 29 - which is a
weighted average of price changes using the shares of specific commodities consumedwithin the aggregate - and
εg,j are the price elasticities.30 To simulate second-order effects, the model calculates the new levels of pre-tax
expenditures and VAT payments for each household with an iterative process, and then calculates tax revenues
by aggregating the new VAT payments over the population. The algorithm marginally modifies the standard
rate to restore the budget neutrality until convergence is achieved.
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The results are reported in Table A7, where it is shown that, in terms of percentage variation of pre-tax con-
sumption, the aggregate impact is lower in R1 (-0.09% against -0.16%). The main reason is that R2 requires a
higher increase of the standard rate (22.67%) to restore budget neutrality, which mainly affects groups of goods
with a higher elasticity. Table A8, instead, breakdowns themean VAT percentage variation and the correspond-
ing variation in pre-tax consumption by group of goods. Negative mean VAT variations are always smaller in
R2 than in R1, while positive mean VAT variations are always greater in R2 than in R1, with the exception of
recreational goods and services (category 8). This latter feature partially explains why, on aggregate, R2 causes
a greater percentage reduction of pre-tax consumption, which is mostly imputable to categories 8, 2, 4 and es-
pecially 9, which includes items switching from the intermediate to the standard rate (as for example sport and
leisure, restaurants and hotel). On the other hand, where the greatest reduction in taxation occurs (transports
and communications with -2.50% and -2.22% VAT variation in R1 and R2, respectively) both reform scenarios
would generate a large increase in pre-tax expenditures (0.73% and 1.96%). Finally, seemingly counterintuitive
positive direct effects in R2 - such as a 0.48% contraction of gross rent, fuel and power average pre-tax expen-
ditures vis-à-vis a 0.72% average reduction in its price index - are explained by a wide range of VAT variations
across households (from -2.7% to+9.7%). Thismirrors awide variability in the composition of this groupwhich
includes both goods characterized by negative and positive price variations.

These results must be considered with extreme caution, as they indicate patterns rather than precise values, due
to the existence of many methodological limitations, including the fact that grouping may involve including
commodities with widely diverging tax rates into the same class. Moreover, they neglect the heterogeneity in
price responses between household groups which could marginally alter the distributional outcomes obtained
with the first-order approximation. However, these results suggest that, on aggregate, price effects are expected
to be small in magnitude and that the results obtained with the marginal approach (either driven by equivalent
consumption or by equivalent income) are consistent with the simulated changes in tax rates. It follows that the
positive distributional outcome obtained with a simplified VAT structure may not be seriously compromised
by the role of consumer reactions.

7 CONCLUSIONS

VAT reforms have always raised several concerns on the distributional ground, since they are expected to have
an adverse redistributive impact on low income families. Yet, evidence on the entity of regressivity over income
is still limited due to unavailability of joint data sources on income and item-specific consumption. The paper
aims at filling this gap by analyzing the joint distribution of very detailed commodity expenditures and incomes
on an innovative dataset, which allows assessing the impact of VAT reforms in terms of incidence over income
and redistribution. First, the paper discusses a potential source of serious upward bias in the measure of VAT
regressivity on cross-sectional income data related to the presence of consumption smoothers in the sample.
Indeed, temporary fluctuations of income below consumption in a single-period give rise to a quasi-hyperbolic
incidence tending to infinity in the bottom tail of the income distribution. For the Italian case, it appears that
the regressive profile of VAT in terms of disposable income is almost entirely driven by the very bottom and the
top quantiles, with the incidence profile appearing just mildly decreasing in the central part of the distribution.

Second, by relying on the concept of Gini elasticity and a marginal tax reform framework, the paper proposes
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a methodology to assess whether a multiple VAT rate setting is correctly targeted for distributional aims and, if
not, to improve its distributional profile by identifying alternative allocations of goods among rates according
to their redistributive contents. An application of this methodology on Italian data reveals that, regardless of
the fact that households are ranked by income or expenditures, an improvement in the distributional outcome
does not necessarily require a further differentiation of tax rates. Rather, a proper reallocation of commodities
among the existing three rates and even a two-rate VAT could improve upon the current arrangement. Quite
interestingly, it is demonstrated that the results hold for different combinations of reduced and standard tax
rates, leaving the policy-maker with some degrees of freedom in choosing the proper mix between the two.
Finally, by using external price elasticities of demand for groups of expenditures, a robustness check is carried
out to assess whether consumer reactions to changes in prices are sufficiently small in terms of the expected
impact on aggregate consumption (and tax revenues) to be consistent with a first-order approximation. While
these results have an immediate relevance for the Italian case, the methodology proposed is general enough and
usefully applicable to countries, in particular the EU ones, where adverse distributional impact of VAT is a
source of concern for national tax systems.
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APPENDIX

Table A1: The effect of adjusting current disposable incomes

non-adjusted income distribution adjusted income distribution

Percentile Percentile
1% 3,700 1% 6,137
5% 9,000 5% 9,881
10% 11,926 10% 12,600
25% 17,689 25% 18,238

50% 27,110 50% 28,249

75% 41,819 75% 43,089
90% 60,003 90% 61,992
95% 77,501 95% 79,252
99% 145,812 99% 145,812

Obs 7,951 Obs 7,951
Mean 33,719 Mean 34,827

Std. Dev. 26,875 Std. Dev. 26,967
Note: Four smallest values in the non-adjusted income distribution: 0; 0; 0; 0.
Four smallest values in the adjusted income distribution: 809; 957; 1,941; 2,136.
Four highest values in both income distributions: 300,947; 361,796; 409,630; 589,764.
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe

Table A2: VAT and distributional indexes at the status quo

Number of commodities across rates
Tax exempt 35

4% (super-reduced) 37
10% (reduced) or mixed 74

21% (standard) 130
Incidence and revenues (bln)

Total household expenditure 505.2
4% tax base 57.82
21% tax base 148.3
Total tax base 351

Total VAT revenues 49.4
Average VAT rate[*] 10.6%

Inequality
Gini pre-tax consumption .323
Gini disposable income .328

Note: (*) Average VAT rate is defined as the mean of households’ average VAT incidence on pre-tax expenditures.
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe
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Table A3: A comparison of VAT reforms

R1 R2

Number of commodities

Tax exempt 35 35
7% (reduced) 75 76
Ordinary rate 166 165

Incidence and revenues

Equilibrium ordinary rate 21.18% 22.48%

Average VAT rate 10.3% 10.3%
Total VAT revenues 49.41 bln 49.41 bln

Total tax base 351 bln 351 bln
7% tax base 175.2 bln 189.9 bln

ordinary tax base 176.0 bln 161.3 bln

Redistributive impact

Gini pre-tax consumption .305 .307
Variation -1.8 basis points -1.6 basis points

(-.0196 -.0162) (-.0187 -.0140)

Gini disposable income .319 .320
Variation -0.9 basis points -0.8 basis points

(-.0109 -.0072) (-.0099 -.0051)

Average VAT variation -2.9% -2.7%

Note: 95% bootstrap confidence interval of the variation of Gini (500 replications) between parentheses.
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe

Table A4: Assignment of tax rates in R1

Description status quo R1 inter. step R1

Veal and tender beef .1 .04 .07
Fresh or frozen fish .1 .04 .07
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Powdered and condensed milk .04 .1 .07
Lard and other animal fats .04 .1 .07
Electrical energy .1 .04 .07
Pipeline gas .1 .04 .07
Electrical energy (secondary houses) .1 .21 .2117
Pipeline gas (secondary houses) .1 .21 .2117
Glasses .04 .1 .07
Prothesis, acoustic instrument, etc. .04 .1 .07
Seats and carriage for disabled .04 .1 .07
Rent of health equipment .04 .1 .07
Tickets and passes (rail) .1 .21 .2117
Plane tickets .1 .21 .2117
Tickets and passes for ferry etc. .1 .21 .2117
Plants and flowers .1 .21 .2117
Sports events season tickets .1 .21 .2117
Concerts, theatres and cultural centre season tickets .1 .21 .2117
Cinema, theatre and concerts tickets .1 .21 .2117
Museum and sports events tickets .1 .21 .2117
Newspaper, review, comics etc. .04 .1 .07
Books .04 .1 .07
Scholastic books .04 .1 .07
Telephone (including tel. bills and mobile phone cards) .21 .1 .07
Restaurants, cafe etc .1 .21 .2117
Scholastic and firm cafeteria .04 .1 .07
Full and half board in Italy .1 .21 .2117
Overnight stay in Italy .1 .21 .2117
Salt, spices, seasoning and sauces .11 .1 0.7
Medicines (total or tickets) 0.11 0.1 0.7
Wall paper and painting 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Waterworks, heating and sanitary fixtures fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Electrical system fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Doors, floor, windows fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Other works of ordinary maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
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Exterior reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Interior reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Waterworks, heating, sanitary reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Doors and windows frames changing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Installation and remaking heating and electrical system 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Other extraordinary work of maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Wall paper and painting 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Waterworks, heating and sanitary fixtures fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Electrical system fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Doors, floor, windows fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Other works of ordinary maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Exterior reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Interior Reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Waterworks, heating, sanitary reconstruction (sec. dwell.) 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Doors and windows frames changing 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Installation and remaking heating and electrical system 0.1767 0.21 0.2117
Other extraordinary work of maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2117

Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe
Table A5: Assignment of tax rates in R2

Description status quo R2 inter. step R2

Electrical energy .1 .04 .07
Electrical energy (secondary houses) .1 .21 .2248
Pipeline gas (secondary houses) .1 .21 .2248
Diesel and other fuels for cars and motorbikes .21 .1 .07
Tickets and passes (rail) .1 .21 .2248
Plane tickets .1 .21 .2248
Sports events season tickets .1 .21 .2248
Concerts, theatres and cultural centre season tickets .1 .21 .2248
Cinema, theatre and concerts tickets .1 .21 .2248
Museum and sports events tickets .1 .21 .2248
Restaurants, cafe etc .1 .21 .2248
Full and half board in Italy .1 .21 .2248
Overnight stay in Italy .1 .21 .2248
Salt, spices, seasoning and sauces .11 .1 0.7
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Medicines (total or tickets) 0.11 0.1 0.7
Wall paper and painting 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Waterworks, heating and sanitary fixtures fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Electrical system fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Doors, floor, windows fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Other works of ordinary maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Exterior reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Interior Reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Waterworks, heating, sanitary reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Doors and windows frames changing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Installation and remaking heating and electrical system 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Other extraordinary work of maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Wall paper and painting 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Waterworks, heating and sanitary fixtures fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Electrical system fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Doors, floor, windows fixing 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Other works of ordinary maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Exterior reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Interior Reconstruction 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Waterworks, heating, sanitary reconstruction (sec. dwell.) 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Doors and windows frames changing (main) 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Installation and remaking heating and electrical system 0.1767 0.21 0.2248
Other extraordinary work of maintenance 0.1767 0.21 0.2248

Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe
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Table A6: Matrix of uncompensated price elasticities, by COICOP group

εg,j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 -0.537 -0.005 -0.003 -0.001 0.000 -0.003 -0.002 0.001 0.000
2 -0.134 -0.449 -0.009 -0.004 0.001 -0.009 -0.006 0.003 0.000
3 -0.171 -0.019 -1.535 -0.005 0.001 -0.011 -0.008 0.004 0.001
4 -0.171 -0.019 -0.012 -0.655 0.001 -0.011 -0.008 0.004 0.001
5 -0.184 -0.02 -0.013 -0.006 -0.937 -0.012 -0.009 0.004 0.001
6 -0.158 -0.018 -0.011 -0.005 0.001 -0.609 -0.007 0.003 0.000
7 -0.172 -0.019 -0.012 -0.005 0.001 -0.011 -1.146 0.004 0.001
8 -0.191 -0.021 -0.014 -0.006 0.001 -0.013 -0.009 -0.673 0.001
9 -0.183 -0.020 -0.013 -0.006 0.001 -0.012 -0.009 0.004 -1.298

Note: Categories:
1. Food, beverage & tobacco
2. Clothing & footwear
3. Gross rent, fuel & power
4. House furnishing & operations
5. Medical care
6. Education
7. Transport & communications
8. Recreation
9. Other
Source: Authors’ calculations from Regmi and Seal (2010).
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Table A7: Second-order effects of VAT reforms

R1 R2

Variation in aggregate pre-tax consumption -0.09% -0.16%

Variation in VAT
a) mean -2.60% -2.46%

(-2.87%) (-2.73%)
b) min -31.79% -43.01%

(-33.42%) (-46.13%)
c) max 53.50% 59.27%

(66.78%) (74.12%)

Equilibrium ordinary rate 21.24% 22.67%

Note: corresponding first-order variations between parentheses.
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe
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Table A8: Second-order effects by group of expenditures

Mean VAT variation Pre-tax consumption variation

(1) R1 (2) R2 (2) - (1) (4) R1 (5) R2 (5) - (4)

1. Food, beverage & tobacco -0.09% 0.01% 0.10% 0.08% 0.04% -0.04%

2. Clothing & footwear 0.14% 0.96% 0.82% -0.36% -0.73% -0.36%

3. Gross rent, fuel & power -1.05% -0.72% 0.33% 0.27% -0.48% -0.75%

4. House furnishing & operations 0.16% 1.11% 0.95% -0.10% -0.69% -0.59%

5. Medical care -1.33% -1.32% 0.01% 0.33% 1.06% 0.73%

6. Education 0.06% 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.29% 0.29%

7. Transport & communications -2.50% -2.22% 0.27% 0.73% 1.96% 1.23%

8. Recreation 1.47% 1.27% -0.20% -1.17% -1.46% -0.29%

9. Other 1.19% 1.94% 0.75% -2.31% -3.13% -0.82%
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe

Figure A1: The sensitivity of VAT incidence on current disposable income, by deciles
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Note: 2011 tax law, average values by deciles.
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe
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Figure A2: Current distributional profile of commodities across Vat rates
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Note: Exempt goods are reported as if they were at zero tax rate.
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VAT rate.
Source: Authors’ calculations on EGaLiTe
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Figure A3: Flow chart of the VATmodule
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Figure A4: VAT reforms: changes of the distributional profile of commodities
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Figure A5: Winners and losers from the reforms, (Percentage Vat changes)
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Figure A6: VAT incidence on current disposable income, status quo vs reforms, by deciles
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NOTES

1It is worth recalling that a EU directive provides national governments the freedom to set the number and the level of tax rates,
conditional on two rules. First, the standard rate for all goods and services cannot be less than 15% (art. 97 of the VAT directive); second,
reduced rates cannot be less than 5% and may be applied only to specific goods and services listed in the Annex III of the VAT directive
(art. 99). As a result, a wide variability of VAT rates setting is observed.

2In particular, they are age group, region, gender, number of components, marital status, education, occupational status, branch of
activity, work status, imputed and actual rents.
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3CIA is required to guarantee the validity of the joint or conditional distribution of the matched variable in the resulting dataset.
Formally it can be expressed as P(X,Y|Z) =P(X|Z)*P(Y|Z), whereX is the variables vector of the donor (consumption bundles forHBS),
Y the variables vector of recipient (incomes of SHIW), and Z is the vector including the variables common to both surveys. Under the
CIA, any inference on the association between X and Y based on the dataset resulting from matching is valid. Rässler (2002) shows
that, for the CIA to hold, the explanatory power of the common variables Z (in terms of both X and Y) is crucial. As regressions of
consumptionor incomeon socio-demographic and educational information explainonly a very small share of variation in thedependent
variables, including consumption aggregates in theZvectorwill significantly increase reliability of the income-consumptiondistribution
in the resulting dataset.

4The model is programmed in STATA
5For example, Adam et al. (2011) argues that VAT payments measured as a percentage of expenditures are more informative than

payments as a percentage of income, as total spending is likely to be a better guide to the lifetime standard of living. Crossley et al.
(2009) address the impact of a temporary Vat cut in UK using the intertemporal elasticity of substitution between present and future
consumption.

6For instance, Asdrubali et al. (2015) show that in Italymorewealthy households reach, on average, almost full consumption smooth-
ing while for those in the lower 40% of the wealth distribution risk sharing is highly incomplete.

7We can think of it in terms of permanent income or simply of an overtime mean.

8Due to ∂C(Ȳi)
∂Yit

= 0

9Due to lognormality of the distributions, in addition to Ȳi, εit is always positive.
10Computations are available from the authors upon request.
11Indeed a shock smaller thanone corresponds to a negative shock if log-transformed; as the shock tends to zero its log-transformation

tends to minus infinite.
12All quantiles figures are based on the OECD-modified scale.
13Like most of this kind of surveys, the SHIW also “is biased downward in its estimates by the lesser propensity of wealthy families

to participate and by the tendency to underreport income and wealth” (D’Alessio &Neri, 2015).
1425% of households declaring an excess of expenditures over income in the first decile reports a net wealth ranging between 46,000

and 805,000 euros, with an average of about 190,000 euros.
15The use of the ratios between average taxes and average incomes in each decile mitigates the sensitivity but it does not eliminate

it. Moreover, it prevents the use of lower discretisations of the distribution - for instance by percentiles - because the distorsive effect of
extreme values would emerge.

16A less arbitrary approach, which is beyond the scope of this paper, would require the use of panel data to remove the transitory
component from the income process and thus estimate a household-specific adjustment coefficient, regardless of the current level in the
propensity to consume.

17This line of reasoning rests on the assumption of full shifting on prices. This assumption is standard, though not undisputed (see,
for instance, Carbonnier 2005 and, for an empirical assessment, Politi &Mattos 2011).

18Exemption means that when these goods or services are provided, VAT is not applied by the sellers, but the VAT paid by them on
the corresponding purchases cannot be re-claimed. This system is technically different from a pure zero tax rate, as in this case VAT paid
on purchases could be claimed for reimbursement.

19Weighted average tax rates have been calculated for all goods in the HBS dataset resulting from an aggregation of items taxed at
different rates, whose single consumption is not available.

20Consistently with the survey period, calculations are based on the tax law in force until 2011. From 2012 the ordinary rate is set at
22%.

21In this way, we also disregard the possible impact that changing existing rates on taxed goods may have on the prices of exempt
goods, depending on the composition of the value added of these latter and on the share of taxed inputs on the final value of exempted
goods. This may alter the incidence of VAT to the extent that the flows of upstream VAT burdens are shifted on consumer prices.

22This outcome is not reported in the graph, but is available from the authors upon request. What emerges is that without the inter-
mediate step, the linear interpolation corresponding to step (c) would be very close to the status quo (a), thus with a lower distributional
impact than the two-rate obtained using the intermediate step.

23The first order approximation would imply no behavioural adjustment in real consumption to changing prices. However, in order
to assess the change in purchase power, a new hypothetical level of real consumption is obtained by dividing, for each household, the
original value of the bundle by one plus the VAT payment percentage variation.

24These small differences arises the issue of their statistical significance, which is addressed by a bootstrap method. The result is that
only the differences in the Gini index of equivalent consumption are statistically different from zero at the 5% level.

25By using disposable income as ranking variable the figures are similar, though on a different scale.
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26Results are not reported in text but are available from the authors upon request.
27Such evidence is not reported in the paper, but simulation results are available from the authors upon request
28As well known, uncompensated elasticities represent the percentage change in quantities after a 1% change in price, keeping the

nominal expenditure constant, and reflect both substitution and income effects.
29The implicit assumption is that tax rate variations fully transfer on prices.
30In this kind of analysis, it is a common assumption that no substitution among commodities occurs within the same group, but

only between them.
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